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PREFACE

This publication has been prepared t() meet c('ntinuin~ requests frllm
public and private or~anizations for information for computin~ state plane
coordinates on electronic data processing equipment. The necessary
equations and constants f()r the various states and territories are included
in this publication. Ho,,'ever, no programmin~ information is included.
since there are many different types of equipment no,," in use and new
models are constantly being developed. Anyone familiar with the basic.-
tri~onometric fun(,tillns and his particular type of equipment should be
able to program the computati(ln with the information ('ontained in this

publication.
For \'aluable techni(.al assistance in the preparation of this publica-

tion. the author wishes to thank Lansing G. Simmons, Chief Geodesist,

(;eodesy Division: Buford K. Meade, Chief, Triangulation Branch. Geodesy
Di\'ision: Rosemary E. Riordan, Chief, Programming Branch. Electronic
Computing Division: and other members of the Geodesy Division.
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I~TRODUCTIO~

This publication contains tables and formulas for c(tmputin~ state
plane (~(tordinates by electr(tnic data processin~ equil)ment. There ar(.
four different types of projection used in the plane coordinate systems (If
the l:nited States and its territories. They are the Lambert confc,rmal

conic. transverse Mercator. oblique Mercator. and approximate azimuthal

equidistant projections. These are all based on the Clarke Spheroid of
1866. The plane coordinates in all the projections. except the one used
for Guam- are in U.S. Survey Feet (one U.S. Surve). Fo(lt equals 1200/3937
meter exactly).

.For c(tnvenience in computing coordinates by desk calculator. pr(l-
jection taLles ".ere computed and published for the different state systems
except Alaska. These tables contain the factors most difficult to compute.
namely the radii of the parallels for the Lambert projection and values
of y on the central meridian for the parallels on the transverse Mercator

projection. These are tabulated at intervals of one minute of latitude. In
A]aska. the published plane coordinates for 21/2-minute intersections of
meridians and parallels are used for converting geographic positions to

plane coordinates and vice versa.
The formulas in this publication are the same as the ones used in

computing the projection tables. This will insure that coordinates computed
by means of the formulas will agree as closely as possible with coordinates
computed with the use of the plane coordinat.e projection tables.

The theQry of the various projections is not included in this publica-
tion. The essentials of the different projections are discussed separately
in the text which follows. The equations for computing plane coordinates
from geographic positions and the inverse (computing geographic posi-
tions from plane coordinates) are given under the appropriate heading.
An explanation of the constants and their derivations are given in the

appendix. The constants for the various zones are listed in tabular form
at the end of this publication.

Although zones 2 through 9 in the A]aska plane coordinate system are
on the transverse r.lercator projection, the formulas for these zones are

different from those used in the other states and are listed separately
from them. Zone 1 of the A]aska plane coordinate system covers south-
east .-\laska and is on an oblique Mercator projection. The plane coor-
dinate systems for Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands, St. Croix. and American
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2 Plane Coordinates by Data Processing

Samoa are computed on- the Lambert conformal conic projection and use
the same equations that are used for the states using that type of pro-
jection. The plane coordinate system for Guam is based on an approximate
azimuthal equidistant projection. A separate projection has not been de-
signed specifically for the District of Columbia. Within the District the
plane coordinate projections for Maryland or Virginia may be used.

An arbitrary constant is added to all x' values (x' being the distance
from the central meridian, + to the east, -to the west) to keep all x co-
ordinates positive. If this arbitrary constant is not large enough, a point
too far west of the central meridian can have a negative x value which is
perfectly all right. Cases of this type actually exist in Florida on Dry
Tortugas, and in Puerto Rico on Mona Island. In Maine, Monhegan Island
is south of the design latitude of the east zone in which the island is located.
Its y value is therefore negative. Here again, the fact that y is negative does
not mean that it is incorrect. If any points are computed which are too far
to the west of the central meridian or south of the lowest parallel of latitude
for which the coordinate zone was intended, valid negative coordinates
may be obtained, and can be used as long as the algebraic sign is taken
into consideration.

Since 1957, an electronic computer has been used for mass computa-
tion of plane coordinates, using the formulas in this publication. The
plane coordinates of the intersections of meridians and parallels in the
United States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii, at intervals of 21/2 minutes
were computed previous to 1957 on more primitive data processing equip-
ment, using the basic projection tables and essentially the same pro-
cedures as used with desk calculators.

State coordinates were originally computed from geographic positions
rounded to three decimal places in seconds -equivalent to about 0.1 foot.
Thus, azimuths and lengths, either geodetic or grid, could not be precisely
determined by inverse computation between points close together.

This situation has been rectified by rounding geographic positions to
4, or even 5, decimal places in seconds which permits much greater pre-
cision in azimuth and length determination by inverse computation using
either geographic positions or plane coordinates.

Owing to the limited number of terms used in converting geographic
positions to plane coordinates, the values of the plane coordinates are not
defined as precisely as they might be in an absoLute sense. But no sig-
nificant harm is done since the effect of the omitted terms is virtually the
same on all coordinates in a limited area: thus, in a relative sense. the
plane coordinates are well defined.



LAMBERT PROJECTIO~

The Lambert projections used in the plane coordinate systems flf
the United States are Lambert conformal conic prtljecti<tns ~'ith t\\'11
standard parallels. The projection for American Samoa is a Lambert
conformal conic projection with one standard parallel. The formulas
given are adaptations of those used originall)' in computing the projectiorl
tables by ~.hich all of the plane coordinates were computed by desk calcu-
lator before 1957.

These equations are not the on]~' ones that can be used in computing
Lambert coordinates. They may not even be the best. However, they
yield coordinates ~'hich check values computed using the projection
tables \\'ithin a hundredth of a foot (or at most t~.o hundredths).

FORWARD COMPUTATION

Formulas. -The" formulas for computing coordinates from geographic
positions follow:

~ = latitude of station
A = longitude of station

101.27940 65{60(1-J; <t> ') + IJIi <1>"+ [1,052.893882s

0.02352 0 cos:! <f» cos:! <f>] sin <f> cos <f>}(4.483344

(~' is the degrees and minutes of ~ expressed in whole minutes)
(~" is the remainder of ~ in seconds)

"

[-1...!1 (~)/..IIO + (~):! 1..111R

(J* = I...fi( 1"'2 -A)

((J and A are in seconds)

-In Ala.l.iI. l'lnf' IU. f"f .tali"n,. in east h.nltilUde H = I... A -662.400.()(XK)()) lea~1 A f'nlf'fed ~illl I'"sili,'{'

!;ij!n).

3
278-1860-68-2



4 PLane Coordinates by Data Processing

x= lJ' + R sin 8 -

Convergence = 8
Scale factor = k

l~(l -0.~76 86580 sin:! <1»1/2k=
20,925,832.16 cos <t>

The value of (J will not be greater than 50 07' except in Alaska, zone
10, where it will not be greater than ~ 34'.

The constants (/..'s) are listed for the various states and zones at the
end of this publication. The rectifying latitude of the central parallel is
divided into two parts, 1..7 and LH. The degrees and minutes in whole
minutes are represented by L7. The remainder in seconds is represented
by I..H. This separation is made because the equations were designed for
an electronic computer which had a fixed word capacity of only 10 figures
and the rectifying latitude expressed in seconds would be 11 figures.

Sample computations to help clarify the equations and to indicate
the number of decimal places to carry in the different terms follow.

Example.-The computation of the plane coordinates of a point in
zone 10 of the Alaska plane coordinate system is given as an example.

Given: Latitude. <t> = 54027' 30':00000
Longitude, A = 1640 02' 30':00000 W (= 590,550':00000)

Problem is to compute:
x

y
Convergence. (J

Scale factor, k

From the table of constants:
1"1 = 3.000.000.000 I'-i = 3.161

1"2=633.600.00000 I.JH =47.87068
1.J3 = 15.893.950.36 I'-!I = 3.79919

L..= 16.564.628.77 LI0=5.91550
I.-:) = .99984 80641 I'-II =-l-l
l"li = .79692 23940

State plane coordinates

4>' = 60 x 54+ 27

= 3.267

4>//=30.00000



Lambert Projection
;)

sin <t> = 0.81369 30040

cos ~ = 0.58129 48436

s= ]0].27940 65{60(3,]6] -3,267) +47.87068

-30.00000+ [1,052.89388 2- (4.48334 4

-0.02352 0 x 0.5812952) X 0.58129484362] X 0.8136930040

x 0.58129 48436}

= -591 ,960.9632

R = 15,893,950.36 + (- 591,960.9632) (0.99984 80641) 1

+ -591 ,960.9632 )2

[3.79919-:108

+1
=~~)2X44108

= 15,893,950.36 -591,871.0231 [1

+ 0.00003 50417 8(3.79919 + 0.03501 7 + 0.00154 2) ]

= 15,301,999.7826

8= 0.79692 23940(633,600.00000-590,550.00000)

= + 34,307':509~ 17

=+~ 31'47~509~ 17

sin 8=+ 0.16556 1653858

x= 3,000,000.0000+ 15,301,999.7826(+ 0.16556 1653858)

= 5,533.424.3913 feet

y= 16.564.628.77 -15.301.999.7826

+ 2 x 15,301,999.7826 x 0.08306 79189 552

= 1,473,805.]278 feet

Convergen ce = 8

=+90 31'47~5~

Scale factor = k



6 PLane Coordinates by Data Processing

k=

12,167,150.75'=
,

12.164.078.33

= 1.00025 26

INVERSE COMPUTATION

computing geographic positions fromF ormulss. -Formulas
plane coordinates follow:

for

x-L1(J = arc tan L4 -y

(J

A**=L2-~

«() and A are in seconds)

R=fcx

cos (J

L4-L3-y+2R sin2 ~
2

5,=
Ls

52-

51
53= ( 52 )2 ( 52 )3 ( 52 )4 1 + 108 L9- "iO8 Lto+ lOR Ltt

s=

(degrees and minutes of w in whole minutes)CJ)' = L7 -600

(remainder of Cl) in seconds)w"=36.000+/...H-O.OO987 36755 53 s

' + '
(1J=(1J (1J

**In Alaska. Zctnl" 10. if ~ j, I!rf"iltl"r than lSO° it sh.'uld bl" subtractf"d fr..m 36()° to ~jVl" thl" pr,'pf"r t'a,t

h,n~itudl".



ILambert Projection

(degrees and minutes of <t> in whole minutes)cf>' = L; -600

<1>"=(1)'/+ [1.,047.54671 0+ (6.19276 0

+ 0.05091 2 COS2 CI)) CO 52 CLJ] sin CLJ cos CLJ

(remainder of <t> in seconds)

~=~'+~"

Example. -An example of the computation of latitude and lon-
gitude from plane coordinates follows. The constants of the equations are
the same as the ones listed for the computation of plane coordinates from

a geographic position.

Given: x = 5,533,424.3913 feet

y= 1.473.805.1278 feet

To co~pute: Latitude (= <1»

Longitude (= >')

+0.1678784704 78)= arc tan

= + 90 31' 47:'50906 13

= + 34,307:'50906 13

cos 8 = 0.98619 94416 81

+34.307.5~ 13.A = 633,600.00000 -
0.79692 23940

= 590 ,550':00000

= 1640 02' 30':00000

16.564.628.77 -1.473.805.1278

R=

0.98619 94416 81

= 15.30] .999.7826



8 Plane Coordinates by Data Processing

51 =

= -592,040.5296

-592,040.529651=

1 

+ (=~~~Q~)2 x 3.79919-

=-591.960.94

53=

=-591.960.96

-592.040.5296s=-

= -591,960.9633

w' 

= 3,161- 600

= 2.561'

CIJ"= 

36,000.00000+ 47.87068- 0.00987 36755 53(- 591 ,960.9633)

= 41,892:'70117

w = 2.561' + 41.892~70117

=42041' + 110 38'12:'70117

=540 

19'12~70117

sin CI) = 0.81228 91544

cos w = 0.58325 49439

cf>' 

= 3,161- 600

= 2,561'

</>"=41.892.70117+ [1.047.54671 0+ (6.19276 0+0.05091 2

x 0.58325 4942) X 0.58325 4942] X 0.81228 91544 X 0.58325 49439

= 42.390'.'00000

<I> = 2.561 ' + 42 .390~00000

= 420 41' + 110 46' 30:'00000

540 

27'30~'OOOOO



TRANs\rERSE MERCATOR PROJECTIO~

The formulas used for the transverse Mercator projections for the
state plane coordinate systems, excepting those for Alaska, are not strictI)"
exact. However, they are sufficiently exact for the purpose intended. The
absolute values of the coordinates of a point may not be quite correct. but
the differences between stations in any particular area will be sufficiently
correct for all practical purposes. The computation of plane coordinates
of all points computed before the appearance of the electronic computer
was by a logarithmic method and later a machine method based on the
logarithmic method.

Therefore, the following equations are based on the logarithmic method
of computation. so that the original plane coordinate computations can be
reproduced as closely as possible.

FOR~TARD COMPUTATION

Formulas. -The following formulas are used for computing plane
coordinates from geographic positions.

cf> = "latitude of station

A = longitude of station

30.92241 724 cos d> [51 = (1 -0.00676 86580 sin2cf» 1/2 T 2

-A-3.9174
(!!~ )3

104
(A in seconds)

(T1 and x "'ill be in the millions in New Jersey; x may be in the millions in
certain other states.)

9



10 Plane Coordinates by Data Processing

y= 101.27940 65 T s {60«f>' -T3)+ <f>"- T4 -[1,052.89388 2

-(4.48334 4 -0.02352 0 COS2 cf>2) COS2 c!>2] sin c!>2 COS c!>2}

<1>' is degrees and minutes of cf>2 in whole minutes

<1>" is the remainder of <1>2 in seconds

sin ~!l!:l.
2

Aa= (T2-.\.)

(A in seconds)

k=T...r

The constants (T's) are listed for the various states and zones at the
end of this publication. The rectifying latitude of the latitude of the origin
is divided into two parts, T 3 and T 4. The degrees and minutes in whole
mjnutes are represented by T 3. The remainder in seconds is represented
by T 4. This separation is made because the equations were designed for an
electronic computer which had a fixed word capacity of only 10 figures and
the rectifying latitude expressed in seconds would be II figures.

Sample computations to help clarify the equations"and to indicate the
number of decimal places to carry in the different terms follow.

Example. -The computation of the plane coordinates of triangula-
tion station Indian 1947 in the west zone of Idaho is given as an example.

Given: Latitude, <t> = 480 07'50~94100

Longitude, A= 116022'02':59200(= 418,922':59200)

Problem is to compute:

~.} State plane coordinates

Convergence, .6.a
Scale factor, /..

From the table of constants:
T1 = .~OO.OOO_OOO T -I = 18.35156

T:!=~16.700.00000 T:,= .9999333333
T:,= 2.~91 T1i= .38062 27



Transverse Mercator Projection 11

sin cb= O.7-l-l67 0637

CO5 ~= O.667~3 2]2.~5

tan <f> = .]]572489

30.92241 

724 x 0.66743 21255
416.700.00000

-0.00676 86580 x 0.74467 06371:!)":!

20.63861 

466
-2.222.59200 -3.9] 74-

0.<)<)8];2 15089

= -45.956.6613

-45.956o6613 ):J

105
-.,1-5.956.6613 + .,1-.0831

=-45.957.0576

x = 500.000.000 + 3.28083 333(- 45,957.0576) (0.99993 33333)

= 500,000.000 -150,767.3945 -1.3044

= 349.231.301 feet

-0.006 76 86580 x 0.7446 7 ()642) 2 x 1.11572 489

= 173,270:'94100 +5.39075 9 x 1.10736 50

= 173,276:'91054

sin ~1 = 0.74468 995

tan <1>1 = 1.11578987

-0.00676 86580 x 0.744689952)2 X 1.11578 987

173.270':94100+ 5.39075 9 x 1.10742 90

= 173.276':91088
278-186 0-68-~





Transverse Mercator Projection 13

= 0.99993 33333(1 + 0.00002 5940)

= 0.99995 927

IN\'ERSE COMPUTATION

Formulas. -The formulas for computing geographic positions frome 
coordinates follow:

0.30480 06099 [X -T1 -T 6(W)3
5",= T"
(I)' = T3

(remainder of (L) in seconds)r- Y

T"

Ct) = Ct)' + CtJ'

(cJ>')' = T 3 (degrees and minutes of c!> and c!>' in whole minutes~

=w"+ 

[1.047.5467: 0+ (6.19276 0

+ 0.05091 2 COS2 w) COS2 w] sin w cos w (remainder of <f>' in seconds)

<1>' = «1>') , + «I>' )"

<1>= «1>')'+ «1»"

.& )3

IOSSt=Sm-4.0831

~ )3

104
A"= T2-~A,-3.9174



14 PLane Coordinates by Data Processing

Example. -AI1 example of the computation of latitude and lon~itude
from plal1e coordinates f(.llows. The constants of the equations are ob-
tained from the list used in the computation of plane coordinates from a

geographic position.

{;iven: x=349.231.301 feet

y= 2.357.247.281 feet

To compute: Latitude (= </»

Longitude (= ,\)
SIll = 3-19.231.301 -500.000.000 -0.38062 27(34\).231.301 -soo.ooo. 000)"

10"

=-150.768.699 -0.3806~ 27(- 3.42715 4)

= -150.767.395

0.30480 06099
3-l9.231.301 -.500.000.000

0.9999333333

=0.30-1-8209313(-150.768.699+ .304)

-45.957.0578

w' = 2.491'

0.00987 367~.; ~3
x 2.3.~7 .2-1-7.28118.35156 +

o. ()()9()~~ 33333

18.3.~156 + 23.276.24660

= 23.294~59816

2.491' + 23.294~59816

=41031'+6028'14':59816

=47059'14':59816

~in (1)= O.7-l299 7.~222

{'I "-- W = 0.66<12<) -l1670



15Transverse Mercator Projection

«1>')' = 2.491

«f>' )" = 23.29-l.59816 +

0= 23.29-l.59816 + (1.O-l7 .5467

= 23.29-l.59816 + 522.31271

= 23.816':91087

<t>' = 2..1,91' + 23.816~'91087

=41031'+6036'56':91087

= 480 07'56':91087

sin cb' = 0.7-1-468995

tan 4>' = 1.11578987

(4> )" = 23,816.91087 -25.52381 (1

-0.0067686580 x 0.74468 995:!):!(-45,957 .057~):! x 1.11578 987
l~

= 23.816.91087 -5.96988

= 23,810':94099

<t> = 2,491' + 23,810':94099

= 410 31' + 60 36'50':94099

= 480 07' 50':94099

Sa = -45,957.0578 -4.0831 (=..!~:ili~.:..Q~2!!)3

=-45.956.6615
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5, 

=-45.9.~7.0578-4.0831

=-45.956.6615

sin <1>= 0.7-1-46706371

cos ~= 0.6674321255

-45.956.6615(1-0.0067686580 x 0.7446706371:1)1/:1
~AI=

30.92241 

724 x 0.66743 21255

-4.5.956.6615 X 0.99812 1.~089-
20.63861466

=-2.222.54900

= -2.222..~-l900 -0.04301

-2.222.59201

= 416.700.00000 + 2.222.5-l900 + 0.04301

= 418.922':59201

A= 1160 22'02':59201



ALASKA PROJECTION

Zones 2 to 9

Constants and formulas for computing state plane coordinates in
zones 2 to 9 of the Alaska plane coordinate s)'stem folIo"":

CONSTANTS
Zone Code C (feet) Central Meridian (CM)

2 5002 500.000.000 511.200':00000 (= 142°)
3 5003 500.000.000 525,600.00000 (= 146°)
4 5004 500.000.000 540.000.00000 (= 150°)
5 5005 500.000.000 554.400.00000 (= 154°)
6 5006 500,000.000 568.800.00000 (= 158°)
7 5007 700,000.000 583.200.00000 (= 162°)
8 5008 500.000.000 597.600.00000 (= 166°)
9 5009 600,000.000 612,000.00000 (= 170°)

FOR~'ARD COMPUTATION

Formulas. -The follo\\'ing formulas are used for computing plane

coordinates from geographic positions.

I

+0.4907 COS6 cf» +. ..

(It is possible for x to be in the millions.)

y= 101.269278503 «/>" -193,900.05442 0- ,052.893943

17



18

Plane 

Coordinates by Data Processing

+ 117.75 COS4 <f> + 4.089 COS6 <f» +. ..

<I> = latitude of station

<1>"= latitude expressed in seconds

A"= longitude of station in seconds

~a"=(l-cos:? cf»I/:? (~) 10,000.0000

2.044
102

(CM'- A")2(+ 7 .83481 104 COS2 ct> + cos., oct>

0.9 ) 0.3683(CJl.tl"- A")4
+ 1'04 COS6 <t> + ~- 104 (3 COS4 ct> -COS2 ct» +

~O.00681 

47849 COS2 <1»2 (~) +
k=O.9999

1+

881.572821

For approximate plane coordinate computations. the terms containing
(CM"-A" )4 104 in the formulas for both x and y may be omitted. The omission

of these terms will result in differences of not more than 0.125 foot in

the computed x coordinate and/or 0.002 foot in the computed y coordinate
when (CM -A) is :t: 3°. When (CM -A) is :t: 2° the differences will be 0.017
foot in x and/or 0.0002 foot in y.

F--ample.-The computation of the plane coordinates of a point in
zone e 0 given as an example.

f GIven: Latitude, <t> = 7]0 OO'OO~'OOOOO (= 255.600':00000)
5 \~ Longitude, ,\ = 1550 00'00:'00000 (= 558.000:'00000)

1.8577 ) 1.5346(CM" -A" )4 + -l~ COS6 <f> + -WH 1 Q4 ( 1 -60 COS2 <f>



Alaska Projection, Zones 2 to 9 19

Problem is to compute:

;}State plane coordinates

Convergence. Aa

Scale factor. k

From the table of constants:

c= 500.000.000
CM= 158°= 568.800:'00000

cos ~ = 0.32556 81545

cos:! <I> 0.]059946232

COs-4 <t> = 0.01123 5

cost; cf> 0.00119
C,~I" -A II

56.88000000055.800000000

10-1

1.080000000

.16640000

x

1.080000000)

0.681478
10:!

+ 23.6047 x 0.01123 5+0.4907 x 0.00119)

0.00007 656) +

278-186 0-68-4



20

= 857.636.168 feet

y= 101.26927 8503 255.600.00000 -193.900.05442 0

+~.:?? XO.O11235 (1- 0.10599 46232)'/:! x 0.32556 81545102

+ ~673.67480(1_-0.10.599 46232)'!:? x 0.32556 81.~4.~ (1.16640 000)
I(1 + 0.00681 47849 x 0.10599 46232)li2

x 0.01123 5

1.8577
IO~

+ XO.OOI19:

~ 

(1.3605)(1-60 x 0.10599
IOH

+ 7.75 x 0.01123 5 + 4.089 x 0.0012)

I

+ L:28.:J.6~
+0.6359677+0.0006891 +0.0000002)104

2.0878(1-6.3.59+ +.323 + 0.005)lOH

=6.224.3.56.319 feet

~a"= (1-0.1059946232)1/2 x 1.08000 0000 10.000.0000

.360.~(3 x 0.01 12-! -O. 10599)

=+ 02116006 x 10.000.97037

= + ] 0.21 ~:'.~<)2





22 Plane Coordinates by Data Processing(X-C)",(24 + 0.0068-1 4 7849 (~OS2 <p' )210' 1.054 + ,t; cos"' <p---~-~ ('OS2 <1>')]('OS2 ~' 102For approximate computation of geodetic positions from plane coordi- .(:X-~4 nates. the terms containing ~) in the formulas for both <I> and A may .be omitted. The omission of these terms will result in differences of not
more than 0.00014 second in the computed <p and/or 0.01492 second in :the computed A when (CM-A) is :t3°. When (CM-A) is :t2° the differ-ences will be 0.00002 second in <p and/or 0.00196 second in A. .Example.-For an example of the computation of latitude and longi-
tude from plane coordinates. the same point is used as in the forwardcomputation. The constants are the same as in the forward computation.
namely: C= 500.000.000CM = 158° = 568,800':00000Given: x= 857,636.168 feety= 6,224,356.319 feetTo compute: Latitude (= <p)Longitude (= A)(CJ)')"= 193,900.054420+0.00987466302498 X 6,224,356.319= 255.363':47561 8cos CJ)' = 0.32665 21687cos:! CJ)' = 0.10670 16393cos-4 CJ)' = 0.01138 5«p')"= 255.363.47561 8+(1.047.54669 1 +6.19301 1 X 0.10670 16 .+~ X 0.011385) (1-0.10670 16393)":! X 0.3266521687

= 255,363.47561 8+ 1.0-1-8.20807 2 X 0.9451446242 X 0.32665 21687
= 255.687':092608
































































































